Supplemental Instruction - Making A Plan Advance Health Care Directive

If Person wants to address issue of conservator in their Making A Plan Advance Health Care Directive they could do so using this statement below. It that is used, it would be noted under “Additional Instructions are attached” where person would write in that space: See Nomination of Conservator Statement attached. Note: this statement is exactly as it appears in the CA Probate Code Advance Health Care Directive form. It is legally correct and legally binding when included as a part of the person’s advance health care directive. The statement to use follows:

Nomination of Conservator Statement

If a conservator of my person needs to be appointed by the court, I nominate the agent designated in this form. If that agent is not willing, able, or reasonably available to act as conservator, I nominate the alternate agents whom I have named, in the order designated.
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